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To our Municipal Clerk: 

Canmore is my home. My only home. I strongly object to the TSMV projects.  I am not, however, opposed to reasonable 
growth and development of our town. This current plan very unreasonable.  

I have read both ASPs.  

Why am I opposed? 

1.This project is absolutely massive. We have no business committing future generations to the burden that this project
will  most certainly impose from every aspect. Our town will be forever and irrevocably changed. Adding so many units 
and people and vehicles  will overwhelm our town and  will affect our children and their children. Those of us in our 60’s 
and older will likely not even be here to experience the full impact. The ramifications for future generations are vast and 
largely unknown. It is mind boggling to me that council seems to think it is ok to leave this legacy. It is NOT OK. THEY are 
the ones who need to make this choice. NOT us and not now.  

2. Financial: The fact that this massive project is deemed to take place over 30 years with only unknown variables in our
future makes it not viable in any  sense. Over the past year alone we have  had an earthquake, a pandemic, 
unemployment, recession and on and on, none of which was in anyone’s plans. The only thing we know about the 
coming decades is that we don’t know what is coming. To commit our town to this huge and lengthy process indicates 
to me that one of you has a crystal ball and has been able to confirm smooth sailing for the next 30 years. I don’t think 
so. The tax burden you will be placing on us is simply NOT OK. The carbon footprint you will be massive and supposedly, 
we are in a climate crisis!!! This needs to be taken seriously. Canmore is not for sale. Not at any price.  

3. Liability: The current ASP's are very clear in assuming as little liability as possible, Claims outside the time limits will
simply pass to us, the tax payers. This is also NOT OK. 

4. Underminig. This is one more issue that will not be solved by any method. Study after study indicates that is is unsafe
and irresponsible to develop the old golf course, yet TSMV somehow has found a way. Once again.. I dont’ think so. 
They are interested in profit, not our the safety and character of our mountain town. This is their bottom line. Injecting 
concrete is ludicrous. The tonnage required is beyond imagination as is the hit to our environment and our climate crisis 
not to mention the actual plan. Also NOT OK. 

I could go on and on and on. Bylaw changes that are required. The wildlife corridor pinch points and elevation. Did you 
know that the fastest human can run 100m in 9.8 seconds? Yet 78m width for our animals is just fine according to the 
plan. Fencing the Smith Creek ASP and no plan to maintain the fence. Moving the wildlife underpass. Imagining that 
those living in Smith Creek will cycle or ride the bus to Canmore. Seriously???? All of these are measures to convince 
YOU, to say yes.  

When I voted for some of you, in no way was I giving you the power to do approve a project of this magnitude. This is a 
’town’ decision. Not a council one.  
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I beg you to all consider what you are doing. Let’s grow Canmore, but not like this. Our future is in your hands. Please 
say no to this project. Let these developers move on to another project somewhere else.  
 
 
Jan Guenther 
280 Eagle Terrace Drive 
Canmore 


